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Because of the high level of risk, cryptocurrency trading is not suitable for all investors. Before
trading cryptocurrencies, tokens, or any other digital asset, you should carefully examine your
investment goals, level of experience, and risk appetite.

If any taxes apply to their transactions, the users of the Website are solely responsible for
ascertaining this. Who pays what taxes is not the responsibility of the website's owners or authors.

Nobody is obligated by this white paper to sign a contract or make a legally enforceable
commitment to donate. There is no advice in this white paper, and it cannot be used to sell or solicit
Trillions' purchase of our token, nor can it be used to construct a contract or make an investment
decision.

For any loss or harm originating from the use of this website's material, including written material,
links to third-party sites, and data such as quotes and charts as well as buy/sell signals HITRO
TOKEN will not be held responsible for any damages. Understand the risks and costs associated
with trading assets on the financial market (digital or otherwise). IDOs, in particular, are one of the
riskiest investment choices available to investors. Chances are you'll lose everything you've invested.

It is important that you carefully read this legal disclaimer section. If you have any doubts, seek
legal, financial, tax, or other competent law professionals' guidance. All of the information shown
here is not intended to be exhaustive, and it should never be construed as part of any formal
agreement.

 
We are confident that the material in this white paper is correct and current, and that all products,
services, technical architecture, token distribution, and corporate schedules are correct and
current. Furthermore, all of this information may have been modified without notice, and it should
never be construed as a binding advising agreement.

No Advice: 

Investment risks:

Limitation of liability:

Compliance with Tax Obligations:

LEGAL D ISCLA IMER

WHITEPAPER
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HITRO TOKEN created a smart Liquidity network that is not only an

emerging cryptocurrency that is bui lt  on the Binance blockchain but

also has features of transparency,  physical  rewards,  holding,  token

rewards,  and Init ial  dex distr ibution, which we bel ieve is crucial  for

long-term feasibi l i ty and decentral izat ion. 

This white paper is a reader-friendly description of a next-generation

decentralized cryptocurrency based on BEP20 In the crypto market,

several problems need to be addressed head-on. HITRO TOKEN

developers sensed a real market opportunity to fil l the gaps present

today within the cryptocurrency world, Swaps marketplace adoption,

and capitalizing on the BEP20 by rewarding HITRO TOKEN investors.

These key characteristics serve as the critical elements of this

business, ensuring that we remain focused and humble as we develop

more extensive and better technologies.

Abstract

WHITEPAPER
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Introduction

HITRO TOKEN
 

HITRO TOKEN has a total supply of  969,969,969 HTO

On the Binance blockchain network, HITRO TOKEN functions as a utility token as well as an
asset token for this decentralized network.

HITRO TOKEN is one click away to execute the quantitative trading system, real-time
monitoring, realize automatic intelligence trading, tracking of complex algorithms, the
best quantitative strategy to stop profit, maximize users profits, with a technical strategy
such as built-in tracking for opening positions, trail order, and tracking stop profit.

Quant is everywhere. The pixels you watch on your screen, the Bitcoins in your digital
wallet, and even the wizards in your AI bots that bring you money — everything is Quant.

Collaborating Artificial Intelligence with Blockchain and making Artificial Intelligence
trading bots that are entirely powered by deep learning is revolutionary! And we are
happy to introduce our innovative platform is a blockchain-based ecosystem that also
serves as a strong foundation for a myriad of decentralized infrastructures, consisting of a
cryptocurrency, peer-to-peer exchange, decentralized Finance, Crypto investment
solutions, auto-mated smart escrows, cryptocurrency wallet, Non-Fungible Hitro ( NFT ),
VR & AR Gaming ( Play to Earn + Battle to Earn ) 

This community-oriented money rewards its holders by redistributing it to others. As part of
the decision-making process, community members are also included to give them a sense of
ownership over their assets.

This white paper describes a decentralized BEP20 Smart contract address-based
cryptocurrency in a reader-friendly manner. HITRO TOKEN is reshaping the entire ecology
where users may trade digitally from anywhere in the globe for a cheap transaction cost that
is almost free, allowing for a very liberating, strategic, low-risk, and frictionless trading
experience in a fully decentralized manner.

WHITEPAPER
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HITRO Token was conceptualized as a Smart technologies-anchored ecosystem

aimed at solving the current problems associated with current conventional crypto

trading & transaction processing services, including the delay in payment

processing, fraudulent transactions, and expensive transactions costs. Further

research into the Smart technologies escrows ecosystems revealed that current

financial systems benefit from the Defi technology, which can solve the underlying

challenges. 

With the focus on building three primary functions as part of its Phase-1

deployment, HITRO TOKEN mission is to simplify the transaction process across the

globe by offering an alternative to the expensive middlemen generally required in

these specific types of transactions. The token will be used for discounts on

services, dividends from staking, and as a governance token allowing the

community to vote on how foundation funds are spent.

To enable retailers to accept digital assets for goods and services

To make Blockchain technology and cryptocurrency accessible by the masses,

even if the majority don’t know how it works  

To ensure users own personal data, which will significantly reduce the current

data leaks via centralized financial systems

Operate as a community-focused and community-driven digital asset, fully

decentralized in every sense of the word.

To create an ecosystem where different solutions can emerge from a social

perspective, including collaborative applications.

Our mission is to:

Mission

WHITEPAPER
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We envision building an ecosystem that is a decentralized
financial system that can only be created by appropriately
managing people, value, ownership, and reputation. HITRO
TOKEN is going to establish an ecosystem to raise your asset
value as tokens become scarce. With HITRO TOKEN, we try to
develop an ecosystem built on strong monetary regulations
with a robust and decentralized foundation, which users
should expect.

Vision

WHITEPAPER
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DeFiDeFi

Ai Trading
bot

P2E & B2E

Stake / Yield
farming

Eco System

NFH
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When it comes to security
and privacy, HITRO excels
because of his fast and
stable gateway that is
backed up with his
ecosystem, making him
superior to others.
Cryptocurrency holders
may now store their crypto
on a highly safe and quick
platform with HITRO.

Those that hold and control
their digital wealth gain
incentives. As a result of
holding, the beneficiary
receives passive income.

Scalability is a term that is
regularly used in the
blockchain realm. Computer
processes can be used or
generated in an infinite
number of ways. HITRO
demonstrates the validity of
stake protocols. Greater
scalability is achieved
through increasing
transaction outputs and
reducing fees.

An ecosystem built on blockchain technology, HITRO includes a cryptocurrency,AI Crypto
Trading Bots, DeFi, NFT, GameFi VR + AR and a cryptocurrency wallet in addition to other
decentralized infrastructures such as a peer-to-peer exchange system.

 
There are a few quantifiable benefits of Holding Token with HITRO Blockchain ecosystem:

Earnings
from

passive
sources

The use of smart
Contracts makes

the system
highly safe

Scalability

 Why HITRO?

BENEFITSBENEFITSBENEFITS

WHITEPAPER
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Decentralized finance uses the blockchain technology that cryptocurrencies use. A blockchain is
a distributed and secured database or ledger. Applications called dApps are used to handle
transactions and run the blockchain.

In the blockchain, transactions are recorded in blocks and then verified by other users. If these
verifiers agree on a transaction, the block is closed and encrypted; another block is created that
has information about the previous block within it.

The blocks are "chained" together through the information in each proceeding block, giving it
the name blockchain. Information in previous blocks cannot be changed without affecting the
following blocks, so there is no way to alter a blockchain. This concept, along with other security
protocols, provides the secure nature of a blockchain.

WHITEPAPER
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Decentralized Finance (DeFi)

What Is Decentralized Finance?

It eliminates the fees that banks and other financial companies charge for using their services.
You hold your money in a secure digital wallet instead of keeping it in a bank.
Anyone with an internet connection can use it without needing approval.
You can transfer funds in seconds and minutes.

Decentralized finance (DeFi) is an emerging financial technology based on secure distributed ledgers
similar to those used by cryptocurrencies. The system removes the control banks and institutions have
on money, financial products, and financial services.

Some of the key attractions of DeFi are:

How Does DeFi Work?



WHITEPAPER
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About DeFi

The goal of DeFi is to get rid of the third parties that are involved in all financial transactions.

What Does Decentralized Finance Do?

Is Bitcoin a Decentralized Finance?

Bitcoin is a cryptocurrency. DeFi is being designed to use cryptocurrency in its ecosystem, so Bitcoin
isn't DeFi as much as it is a part of it.

What Is Total Value Locked in DeFi?

Total value locked (TVL) is the sum of all cryptocurrencies staked, loaned, deposited in a pool, or
used for other financial actions across all of DeFi. It can also represent the sum of specific
cryptocurrencies used for financial activities, such as ether or bitcoin.

DeFi Financial Products

Peer-to-peer (P2P) financial transactions are one of the core premises behind DeFi. A P2P DeFi
transaction is where two parties agree to exchange cryptocurrency for goods or services with a third
party involved.

To fully understand this, consider how you get a loan in centralized finance. You'd need to go to
your bank or another lender and apply for one. If you were approved, you'd pay interest and service
fees for the privilege of using that lender's services.



HITRO Token is a vital part of our ecosystem dealing with NFH's. Non-Fungible Hitro (NFHs) are
unique, non-interchangeable assets, minted on-chain. These Tokens can be linked to anything from
digital NFH to physical assets. The core attributes of NFHs give them unique value and categorically
separate them from other types of assets. These properties include being verifiably unique and
indivisible. The transparent nature of the underlying code means that the scarcity and ownership of
any given token are evident without the need for a trusted intermediary. We view the emergence of
NFHs as a continuation of a paradigm shift from centralized to decentralized systems. This framework
is now unlocking fresh business models for the creators of digital and physical collectibles. HITRO is a
widely known NFT project. The underlying token for each HITRO encodes a unique genome that
defines its appearance, traits, and hereditary linage. This cannot be replicated and cannot be
transferred without the user's permission.

 HITRO Marketplace

WHITEPAPER
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1- Limited
The shortage of NFTs adds to their appeal. NFT developers may build an unlimited number 
of non-fungible tokens, and they often modify the tokens to keep interest up.
2- Indivisible 
The majority of NFTs are indestructible into smaller units. You will not be able to purchase a
digital item until you pay the full fee.
3- Unique
 NFT is completely safe and accurate because it has a robust information tab. This feature
makes the NFT more unique and potent.

The value of NFH's

Decentralized exchanges have been transformed by non-fungible tokens. There are some of the
advantageous benefits of this cryptocurrency; 

1-Easily Transferable:

The transfers of NFHs are centered on their uniqueness and indivisibility, thus the tokens are

sold and purchased on a unique market.

2- Trustworthy:

NFHs are based on blockchain technologies. Consequently, you must be confident that your

NFH is right, as counterfeiting a decentralized and permanent record is difficult.

3- Maintain Ownership Rights:

This is a network of open platforms the size of an NFH, with no buyer having the ability to

modify the data later.

Benefits of Non-Fungible Hitro Token (NFH)

WHITEPAPER
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 How HITRO ecosystem is
transforming the NFT?

Transparency, authentication, ownership, provenance, copyright, and forgery have all been issues
in the past. Moreover, the industry has historically been restricted to the elite who can manage to
invest millions of dollars on a single piece of art or Game. On the other hand, is unquestionably
intended to be enjoyed by everyone, and it can transcend all social and
 economic barriers.

 
Fortunately, with our designed ecosystem, the obstacles outlined above are nearly resolved.
And, as of today, the art, and Gaming industry has created and effectively deployed amazing
and sophisticated pieces of art. we are ready for transformation in the way NFT is purchased,
marketed, sponsored, loved, and even made.

WHITEPAPER
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HITRO TOKEN SWAP

There are many great reasons our Wallet users love using Smart Swap:

Quickly exchange into an asset you believe will grow

Move out of a volatile asset into one of our cryptocurrencies.

Hedge against real-world events.

        HITRO platforms are integrated into the top cryptocurrency trading exchanges in

the world, this allows users to search and select the best rates for the transaction. 

An additional benefit is that some crypto swap services do not

require users to create an account

With Cybertic Swap, you can exchange crypto in your Private Key Wallet or your Trading

Account. Exchanging from your Private Key Wallet provides you with the benefits of a

non-custodial, on-chain trade settlement. Swapping from your Trading Account

provides faster settlement and no network fees. 

A decentralized trading platform on HITRO SWAP will be added, satisfying the needs of

fully decentralized payments. Smart Swap connects HITRO TOKEN making it easy and

convenient to connect and process transactions, breaking any user-touchable space

close to the future world the dominant cryptocurrency, Smart Swap guarantees

outstanding speed token processing and extremely low transaction fees so that the

community can easily connect HITRO TOKEN is an easy, fast, and secure exchange

creating a completely new ecosystem, built to facilitate a crypto derivative market

where traders have access to a variety of trading and investment instruments, enabling

a highly liberating, strategic, low-risk, and seamless trading experience in a truly

decentralized way. HITRO TOKEN is going to launch its own decentralized exchange

(HITRO TOKEN SWAP)

WHITEPAPER
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As a less resource-intensive solution to mining, holding is used. It entails

storing funds in a cryptocurrency wallet to finance a blockchain network's

protection and operations. Holding, simply put, is the process of securing

cryptocurrencies to obtain incentives. To maximize the rewards, investors

can hold their cryptocurrency by validating HITRO Token and holding

their tokens on the Smart exchange. The more the investors hold on to

the exchange and invest in tokens, the more they will be rewarded and

mint HITRO TOKEN. 

HOLDING & HITRO
TOKEN

WHITEPAPER
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Instantly load your card with HITRO crypto. Fund it. Spend It. Anytime, anywhere. Truly
borderless cards let individuals make online or in-person purchases or withdraw cash from
ATMs, even if the vendors and ATMs don’t accept cryptocurrency. Instead of exchanging
coins into local currencies, cardholders preload their cards with a set amount of
cryptocurrency which is then automatically converted at the time of purchase. The HITRO
Card lets cardholders spend their cryptocurrency anywhere Visa is accepted. Its support for
multiple currencies, easy currency conversion, and top-notch security are why we chose it as
the best bitcoin Digital card overall. 
Also, Hitro Crypto Card will be released in Q3 of 2022

HITRO Smart Card

Can be used everywhere in digital world
Pay using multiple cryptocurrency wallets
Multiple security features

Benefits

WHITEPAPER
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The metaverse can be defined as a unified and interoperable VR space where users can interact with
each other and the digital world around them through advanced human-computer interaction (HCI)
hardware and software.

Hitro GameFi is a medium platform that connects players with the newly adopted concepts of NFT &
AR games. Ever since cryptocurrency started to gain its power in the economy, many have sought to
ride on these waves that might one day take over the future. As a result, the idea of Hitro GameFi was
born.

Hitro GameFi brings about a combination of Game and DeFi, where the concepts of a real world
marketplace has now been embraced in leisure platforms. The field of gaming now welcomes even
investors and future millionaires, as progress made and assets accumulated in game can be traded
within the decentralized market or translated into actual money.

HITROVERSE 

Metaverse and GameFi

We are also developing our own HITROVERSE gaming platform in METAVERSE &
AUGUMENTED REALITY world where you can play games and Earn ( P2E & B2E )

Play to Earn & Battle to Earn
This will be a crucial element of gaming in the metaverse & AR. Apart from following linear
storytelling and rules, players can engage in profitable activities. A simple example: they
might be able to sell the assets they have won inside the game to other users for crypto.

The possibility of portable game assets
The interoperable architecture of the metaverse could allow for asset portability. Weapons
or avatar enhancements acquired in one game could be portable to a different environment,
and NFT rules would govern persistent ownership.

WHITEPAPER
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Professional traders have known it for
years: bots are better at trading than
people. That is why the BOTS app has been
developed, so that you too can trade
automatically.

You can open an account online in just one
minute and start investing from as little as
USDT50. BOTS can be terminated at any
time without strings attached.

Hitro is an automated Ai trading bot that has the speed of being able to trade
cryptographic assets on the world's largest exhangers. This ecosystem supports crypto
traders 24hrs fully automated who can generate maximum trading profit. Our bot
follows the scientific approach of quantitative finance to trade easily and simply. Hitro is
an AI-powered blockchain intelligence Ecosystem for compliance, security, and risk.

Ai Trading Bot

Why Trade With Bots?

SUPER INTELLIGENT DEFI APP ( The Blockchain Intelligence )

WHITEPAPER
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Strategic Specs
Of Hitro Bots

Bots are trading
algorithms that can
perform thousands
of complex
calculations in
seconds, enabling
them to make
trading decisions.

Automated trading
strategies

Monitor a bots
performance for
free or invest
directly.

Free to explore and
cheap to start 

 

Our bots make
super fast trading
choices to get the
best results.
Some can double
your money in
just a few weeks!

Achieve professional
ROI

 

Do you breathe
algorithms? Add
your own bot
and earn money
to let others use
it too!

Create your own bots
 

WHITEPAPER
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Virtual try-ons are some of the most vivid examples of AR applications in retail. Using AR apps, customers can try
products on without visiting the store. For example, the Warby Parker eyeglasses brand offers customers an AR app
to see how their faces will look if they wear different frames.

The world-renowned sportswear giant Nike has also launched an augmented reality shopping app called Nike Fit.
Using AR technology, the app helps users estimate their shoe size and saves it in the app. The size can easily be
retrieved as customers shop for shoes.

To illustrate how AR is being used in retail, let’s take a look at how it transforms jewelry shopping. Customers can
now choose precisely what they want by trying on pieces of jewelry they like virtually. Diamond Hedge, for example,
is a solution enabling customers to shop for diamond rings from luxury brands, see how they fit them in real-time,
and eventually buy them.

Due to the use of augmented reality, fashion and beauty industry players are also offering customers a different way
to try on their products. Sephora’s mobile app, for example, has a Visual Artist feature, enabling users to try on the
brand’s products using a combination of face recognition technology and AR. If users like their new look, they may
order the products via an app interface.

AR Tech 

Space visualization and virtual tours. AR technology enables customers to walk through a store or a property before
paying a physical visit to the location. The use of augmented reality enables them to get a feel of the place and learn
about the essential details beforehand.

AR retail apps like Magicplan, for example, offer customers an AR-enabled residential property design planner
allowing them to see how their homes will look after all the renovations are complete. Shoppers can even take a
virtual walk through their renewed residences and estimate the materials they need for the renovation project.

Another example – the Lowes AR app helps customers quickly navigate through the brand’s stores, pick better
routes and quickly find what they need.

AR-enabled Try-On

For Shopping and other Things

WHITEPAPER
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Decentralized
Exchange

Permessionless
& public

blockchain

It is an easy, fast, and secure exchange in a truly decentralized way. We are going to create an
ecosystem where people will launch their own decentralized exchange. It is a peer-to- peer (P2P)
that connects buyers and sellers. The Exchange is non-custodial, meaning a user remains in control
of their private keys when transacting on a DEX platform. 

Features

Secure 

Globally
Accessible

PortableReliability

Highly
Beneficial

WHITEPAPER
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HITRO TOKEN Wallet

Freeze and Unfreeze your card with a
single tap.

Create free virtual cards for online
purchases

Payment in local currencies

View your Pin and change it at any
ATM

 

Allows transactions across multiple

cryptocurrencies. This helps you do

easy currency conversions.

The HITROTOKEN wallet version is supported on both Android and iOS. The wallet is highly focused
on enabling users to manage their tokens and interact with the ecosystem. The private keys for the
wallet are stored on the user’s device and are secured through Secure Enclave and biometric
authentication technology.

 
Users can complete all the normal functions that a wallet provides. They can monitor their balance
as well as send and receive tokens. Users can also exchange on through the HITRO Wallet and use
and swap their tokens. The wallet enables users to access decentralized exchanges so that they
can easily convert between their tokens. HITRO wallet is fast, secure, and will have a low
transaction fee than others, and users can donate and vote for the organization by using our
wallet. A user can hold and swap by using the HITRO Wallet.

Here are some of the important features
of Wallets:

WHITEPAPER
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TOKEN DETAILS
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TOKENOMICS

12%  Whitelist 1 / Whitelist 2  

20% Public Sale

25% Stake & Farm 

2% Charity & Giveaway

10% CEX Listing reserve

3% Airdrop  

10% Marketing 

10% Partnership & Operation

8% Dev Team 

DEFLATIONARY

 Deposit Tax Fee Fix - 15%  

 Withdrawal ( selling ) Start on PBS : 

 Until Day 5 tax  fee - 30%

 Day 15 tax fee - 25% 

 Day 30 an above tax fee fix - 15%  

        Deflationary ( Transaction Fee ) 

TOKEN DISTRIBUTION

Private Sale/pre sale

Public Sale

Stake & Farm

CEX Listing reserve

Charity & Giveaway

Airdrop

Marketing

Partnership & Operation

Dev Team

12%

20%

25%

10%

2%

3%

10%

10%

8%

Deflationary ( Transaction Fee )

Deposit tax fee fix

Sell immediately or below 5 days tax fee

Sell after day 15 tax fee

Sell after day 30 tax fee

15%

15%

30%

25%

15%

** PBS = Public Sale
** Liquidity Pool Lock for 365 days

WHITEPAPER
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The tax fees separate to: 

TAX FEE DISTRIBUTION
OUR TRANSACTION FEES ARE DESIGNED TO SUSTAIN THE PROJECT IN THE FORM OF MARKETING, 
DEVEPLOMENT,LP AND BURNING. TO INCENTIVIZE OUR LONG TERM HOLDERS TO "HODL" $HTO,

 THERE IS ALSO A 3% REDISTRIBUTION FEE

7% Project Operation | System development |  

Marketing

2% Liquidity pool 

3% Holders Wallet ( Reflection ) 

2% Burn

1% Charity  

WHITEPAPER
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3%
REDISTRIBUTION FEE
(HOLDERS WALLET)

 

2%
LIQUIDITY POOL

 

2%
BURN

7%
MARKETING

DEV & OPERATION 

1%
CHARITY

Marketing | Project Operation | System Development

Liquidity pool

Holders Wallet ( Reflection )

Burn

Charity

7%

2%

3%

2%

1%
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ROAD MAP

STAGE 1

Concept Generation

Develop contract

Smart Contract Verification

Marketing and Social Media Phase 1

Website Launched

Whitepaper Released

dApp Launched

Presale Announcement

NFT minting/marketplace development

Presale 1 & 2 on DEXSale

Marketing Phase 2 (Press Release,

TikTok, Twitter, Instagram, Youtube,

Reddit, Telegram Channels)

STAGE 3

STAGE 2

Public Sale on our
Launchpad/Pancakeswap
Audit And KYC
Listing CoinGecko, CoinMarketCap & other
platform
Ai Bot App Platform Design & Prototyping
Collaborations With Famous Influencers
and Aggressive Marketing
Tier-1 CEX Listings
NFT Minting dapp launch
NFT Marketplace Development
Charity Program
10,000 $HITRO Holders
Ai Bot App Launch (Super Intelligent DeFi
App)
Major Giveaway for Holders & AMAs & Call
Groups

STAGE 4

HITRO TOKEN
WHITEPAPER
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Platform Launch Beta (Limited
Tournament Functionalities)
Tier-2 CEX Listings
CERTIK Audit
Start development of Play-to-Earn &
Battle-to-Earn Game (AR & VR))
Marketing Phase 3 - Extensive
marketing campaign & partnerships
Billboard Promote
CERTIK Audit & Website Upgrade
Complete P2E and B2E game
release (AR & VR)
More to be Announced

More to be Announced
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